
THEOBROMA CACAO.

South America is the home of this tree. Dampier, the voyager, who
visited the Caraccas in 1682, says :—"The coast ia a continual tract of liigh
ridges of hills and valleys, which alternately run pointing upon the shores
from North to South. The valleys are from two to five furlongs wide, and
in length from the sea three or four miles. Cocoa-nuts, of which Chocolate
and Cocoa are made, are the main product."

A Cocoa plantation—or walk, as it is called—may contain some thousand
trees, besides which it has grouped about it the stately coral tree, as a
protection for the young trees from the too scorching heat. They are not
unlike the cherry in form, and seldom exceed twenty feet in height. The
uuts are enclosed in pods as big as a man's fists put together, and will
numlier almost a hundred in each. The crops are in December and June,
and a well-bearing tree will produce twenty or thirty pods, which are
gathered during a period of three weeks or so, as they turn yellow. As
a ripening process, they are then allowed to lie in heaps, and afterwards
spread out in the sun, on mats, and when dry, each nut, about the size of a
kidney bean, has a hard thin skin of its own. When required for use, they
are roasted, and the husks removed.

Many millions of pounds of Cocoa are now annually consumed in this
country, while prior to the reduction of the duty in 1832, the quantity was
not half a million. But although this progress has been made, an adverse
influence has continually been tending to check its consumption, in the
attempt of some manufacturers to gratify the public desire for a cheap article
and throwing on the market that only which is inferior and adulterated.

However, shortly after the reduction of the duty, the doctrine of Homoe-
opathy was introduced into this country, and greatly stimulated the use of
Cocoa. Being almost the only beverage recommended to those under the
homoeopathic mode of treatment, it became very essential that a preparation of
a quality at once attractive and pure should be made obtainable for their use.

James Epps, the homoeopathic chemist first established in this country, was
induced to turn his attention to the subject, and with the assistance of
elaborate machinery, succeeded at length in perfecting the preparation now
bearing his name. The very agreeable character of this preparation soon
rendered it a general favourite. An additional recommendation was the
facility with which it could be prepared for the table. I t but required two
teaspoonfuls of the powder to be put in a breakfast cup, then to be filled up
with boiling water or milk, and the beverage was ready.

But although this preparation had been especially introduced for the us*
of homoeopathists, medical men of all schools soon began to recommend it.
Its natural attractiveness of flavor, and its developed grateful qualities, soou
obtained for it a position which had only been withheld from Cocoa through
misadventure.

Dr. Hassall, in his work, "Food and its Adulterations," say3:—"Cocoa
contains a great variety of important nutritive principles—every ingredient
necessary to the growth and sustenance of the body." Again, " As a nutri-
tive, Cocoa stands very much higher than either coffee or tea."

Dr. Lankester, says:—" Cocoa contains as much flesh-forming matter as beef.''
Dr. Liebeg says :—'"Theobromine, the most highly nitrogenized vegetable

principle." The most nutritious food is as a rule highly nitrogenized.
Dr. Hooper says : — 'Admirably adapted for the sick—for those in health

it is a luxury."
Epps'siCocoa, or, as it is more frequently called, Epps's Homoeopathic Coco*,

is secured in |lb., -Jib., and lib. tin-lined, labelled packets, and sold by
Grocers, Confectioners, and Chemists.
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How Ready, Vols. I. and II., Price Five Guineas Each.

Double Facap. Folio, beautifully bound,

THE OEIENTAL EACES AND TEEBES,
RESIDENTS AND VISITORS OF BOMBAY.

A SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS, WITH LETTERPRESS DESCRIPTIONS,

BY WILLIAM JOHNSON,
Bombay Civil Service, Uncovenanted.

" The 8rst volume is devoted to the tribes of Gujarat, Kutch, and K&thiawar, provinces to
the northwest of Bombay. It contains twenty-six fine photographs of these peopjc, which are
accompanied with descriptions, that give a brief summary respecting those represented in each.
. . . We can speak with much commendation of the artinical department of the work. Great
pains have been taken to produce life-like portrait* of the people, and to surround them with
appropriate objects. They have been well managed, and in clearness, and even expression, they

_xqu , * -.
the work itself. The spirited publisher has done good service in bringing it out in so crediuble
a manner, and we shall rejoice to see it continued."—Reader. (

" Photography is being turned to a better account than the mere gratification of individual
vanity or the satisfaction of idle curiosity. Look at this splendid volume, the first of a series of
three, in which we find portrayed with admirable fidelity and great artistic skill the outward
presentments of (we quote the title) ' The Oriental Races and Tribes, Residents and Visitors of
Bombay.' In this tome the tribes of Gujarat, Kutch, and Kathiawar have alone their lineaments
limned; but the work, when completed, will be a most valuable contribution to our knowledge
of the races which people South-Western India. The letter-press also is good. Of late days
ethnology has been curveting and caprioling, cutting such strange capers, and bouncing about in
BO alarming a fashion, as to make us suspect ethnologists had lost their wits ; but Dr. Wilson
and Mr. Kinloch Forbes, who supply the literary matter to these inimitable evidences that the
sun is a first-rate portrait painter, write soberly, sensibly, instructively, and agreeably."—Court
Journal, Dec. 23.

" We noticed at some length some fewmonths back the first volume of Mr. Johnson's admir-
able photographs, published under the designation of 'The Oriental Races and Tribes, Resident
and Visitors of Bombay,' and the second volume now offers itself to secure a like panegyric to
that which it was our privilege then to bestow on its predecessor. Anything more beautiful or
interesting or instructive than this magnificent work we cannot imagine. No one who desires to
form an adequate conception of the mixed population under our rule in the East should fail to
consult this admirable work. In every way it is unique."—Court Journal, March 24.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS IN VOL. L

1 OWDICH BRAHMINS. 14 LOWANA WOMEN.
2 NAOUH BRAHMINS. 15 SADIIOOK.
3 NAOAR BRAHMIN WOMEN. 16 KIIUMBARS OF KVTCH.
4 VAI.LABHACHABYA MAHABAJAS. 17 "KHARAVAS.
5 RAJPOOTS. IS Tun DKEDS OF GUJABAT.
6 BHATS. * 19 WAGHUREBS.
7 KHUWAS AND GOLAS. 20 PARSIS.
8 BANIANS OF SURAT, GOOO, & ABMKDABAD. 21 PARSI WOKEN.
9 BANIAKS OF PORKBUNDKR. 22 MEHMANS.

10 BANIANS AND SONEES OP DAMNUQGUR. 23 MEHMAN WOMEN.
11 BANIAN WOMEN. 24 KHOJAHS.
12 GKI'R-BARCE (Houscbolding) GOSASES. 25 MUHAMMAUAK WOMXH OF SURAT.
13 BHATIAS. 26 BoaoKAS.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS IN VOL. II.

1 BRAHMANI* OF THE DAKHAN AND KONKAN. 13 THE KHTLIS OF THE W I S T or INDIA,
2 MARATHI BRAUHAN WOMEN. 14 FISHWOXEN OF BOMBAY.
5 BRAHMAN LADIES OF Tax DAXHAN. 15 THE AOARJ KULIS OP THK KONKAN.
4 KAKNATIKA BRAHMAVS. 16 CUAXBHABS.
5 VAIRAOIS, OR BAIRAQIS. 17 MAHA&S.
6- GOSAVANIS. 18 MANOS.
7 PARBHUS, SON-AM, AND SOHAYANBHA- 19 MUHAMXADATO OF THE KONKAN.

K S H A T R I T A S . 20 Ml'HAMMADAN WOMEN OF THE KONKAM,
8 PARBHU WOMF.ST OF BOJfBAT. 2 1 MuKAMMADAN WoMRN OF TBX D A K H A M .
9 MARATHA OF THE DAKHAN. 22 BENE-ISRAEL OF BOMBAY.

10 MARATHI WOMEN OF BOMBAY. 23 GOANESK CHRISTIANS.
11 KAMATHIS. 24 COM DIES (ROMAN CATHOLICS of SALSITTB).
12 KAMATHI WOKBH. 25 ROMAN CATHOLIO WOMJM of SAIJETTX.

LONDON: W. J. JOHNSON, 121, FLEET STREET.
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